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Abstract
We study a minimal string model possessing the same massless spectra as
the MSSM on ZN ×ZM orbifolds. Threshold corrections of the gauge coupling
constants of SU(3), SU(2) and U(1)Y are investigated in a case of an overall
modulus. Using computer analyses, we search ranges of levels of U(1)Y allowed
by the LEP experiments. It is found that Z3 × Z3 can not derive the minimal
string model for aMZ SUSY breaking scale. The minimum values of the overall
moduli are estimated within the ranges of the levels.
1. Introduction
An orbifold compactification is one of the most attractive procedures deriving a
4-dim unified theory from superstring theories [1]. Much work has been devoted in
order to construct the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) from the
orbifold compactification and to study their phenomenological aspects [2, 3]. The
superstring theories imply that even without a unification of gauge groups, gauge
coupling constants are unified at a string scale Mstring = 5.27 × gstring × 1017 GeV
[4, 5], where gstring ≃ 1/
√
2 is the universal string coupling constant. On the other
hand, recent LEP measurements support that gauge coupling constants of the stan-
dard gauge group SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)Y are unified at MX ≃ 1016 GeV within the
framework of the MSSM [6] with a Kac-Moody level k1 = 5/3 of U(1)Y proposed by
GUTs. It seems that this difference between MX and Mstring rejects the possibility
for a minimal string model which has the same massless spectra as the MSSM. The
minimal string model may include hidden gauge groups, extra U(1)’s and extra pairs
of (3, 2) + (3¯, 2), etc., where the extra U(1)’s and the extra pairs must be removed
through some breaking mechanisms such as the anomalous U(1) breaking [3]. The
hidden gauge groups are expected to contribute to the SUSY breaking.
It has been pointed out that the difference of the two mass scales may be explained
by threshold effects due to towers of higher massive modes. The threshold corrections
have been calculated in the case of the orbifold models [4, 5, 7]. In the calculation a
target-space duality symmetry [8] plays an important role. In ref. [9], the unification of
the gauge coupling constants of SU(3), SU(2) and U(1)Y was studied with considering
the threshold effects in the case of k1 = 5/3. It was shown that the minimal string
model may be derived from Z6-II, Z8-I and the whole ZN × ZM (except fot Z2 × Z2)
orbifold models [10, 11] without conflicting the unification of the coupling constants.
For the Z8-I, an explicit research for the minimal string model was studied without
such a restriction of k1 in ref. [12]. There is no reason why we choose k1 = 5/3 in the
minimal string model, where the level is arbitrary.
In this paper, we study the minimal string model on ZN×ZM orbifolds and derive
ranges of the levels which lead threshold corrections consistent with measured values
of the gauge coupling constants. In the next section, we briefly review the ZN ×
ZM orbifold models and discuss massless conditions to constrain oscillator numbers
and the levels. In section three, we review the duality symmetry and the threshold
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corrections to the gauge coupling constants in a case of an overall modulus. Then
we study the unification of the SU(3) and SU(2) gauge coupling constants in the
minimal string model derived from the ZN ×ZM orbifold models. In section four, we
estimate the ranges of the allowable levels of U(1)Y through computer analyses and
then we get minimum values of the overall moduli. The last section is devoted to the
conclusions.
2. ZN × ZM Orbifold Models
In the orbifold models, the string states consist of the bosonic strings on the
4-dim space-time and a 6-dim orbifold, their right-moving superpartners and left-
moving gauge parts whose momenta span a shifted E8×E ′8 lattice. The right-moving
fermionic parts are bosonized and momenta of the bosonized fields span an SO(10)
lattice. The ZN × ZM orbifolds are obtained through the division of 6-dim tori
by twists θ and ω of order N and M respectively. We denote eigenvalues of the
twists θ and ω in a complex basis (Xi, X˜i) (i = 1, 2, 3) as exp[2πiv
i
1] and exp[2πiv
i
2]
respectively, whose exponents v1 and v2 are exibited in the second column of Table
1. The twists θ and ω are embedded into the SO(10) and E8 × E ′8 lattices in terms
of shifts so that the N = 1 SUSY remains and the gauge group breaks into a small
one. The E8 ×E ′8 lattice is shifted by Wilson lines [13], as well.
There are two types of closed strings on the orbifolds. One is an untwisted string
whose massless states should satisfy
h− 1 = 0, (2.1)
where h is a conformal dimension of the E8 × E ′8 gauge part. The other is a twisted
string. Massless states of θℓωm-twisted sector Tℓm [11] should satisfy the following
condition:
h+NOSC + cℓm − 1 = 0, (2.2)
where NOSC is an oscillation number and cℓm is obtained from
cℓm =
1
2
3∑
i=1
viℓm(1− viℓm),
viℓm ≡ ℓvi1 +mvi2 − Int(ℓvi1 +mvi2). (2.3)
Here Int(a) represents an integer part of a.
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A representation R of the non-abelian group G contributes to the conformal di-
mension as
h =
C(R)
C(G) + k
, (2.4)
where k is a level of a Kac-Moody algebra corresponding to G and C(R) (C(G)) is a
quadratic Casimir of the R (adjoint) representation, e.g., C(SU(N)) = N . In general
the string theories derive the gauge groups with k = 1, except for U(1). Then we
restrict ourselves to the case where k = 1 for SU(3) and SU(2). In the minimal string
model, the level k1 of U(1)Y is a non-negative free parameter.
The representations (3,2), (3, 1) and (1,2) of the SU(3)× SU(2) group contribute
to the conformal dimension as h = 7/12, 1/3 and 1/4, respectively. A state with a
charge Q of the U(1)Y group gives h = Q
2/k1. From eq. (2.1) we find that (3, 2)1/6
(Q = 1/6) in the untwisted sector should satisfy
7
12
+
1
36k1
+ h′ − 1 = 0, (2.5)
where h′ represents extra U(1) contributions to h. Since h′ ≥ 0, we have a restriction
k1 ≥ 1/15 to exist (3, 2)1/6 in the untwisted sector. Similary, we get restrictions for
the other representations in the untwisted sector, as shown in Table 2.
From eq. (2.2) we find that (3, 2)1/6 in the twisted sector Tℓm has oscillators with
NOSC ≤ 5/12 − cℓm under a condition k1 ≥ 1/(15 − 36NOSC − 36cℓm). Similarly we
can obtain the allowable values of NOSC for the other representations.
3. Duality and Threshold Corrections
It is plausible that the duality symmmetry is retained in effective field theories de-
rived from the orbifold models. In the theories, moduli fields Ti (i = 1, 2, 3) associated
with the i-th complex planes have the Ka¨hler potentials
−∑
i
log|Ti + T i|, (3.1)
which are invariant under a duality transformation:
Ti → aiTi − ibi
iciTi + di
, (3.2)
3
up to the Ka¨hler transformation, where ai, bi, ci, di ∈ Z and aidi − bici = 1. The
Ka¨hler potential of the matter field A is
3∏
i=1
(Ti + T i)
niAA, (3.3)
whose duality invariance requires the following transformation:
A→ A
3∏
i=1
(iciTi + di)
ni, (3.4)
where ni is called a modular weight [14, 9]. Hereafter, we consider a case of an overall
modulus T1 = T2 = T3 = T , for simplicity. The sum of the modular weight elements
n =
∑
i n
i is available in this case.
For the untwisted sector, the matter fields have n = −1. The twisted sector Tℓm
has the following modular weights:
n = −1 − p+ q for the twisted sectors with some unrotated planes,
n = −2 − p+ q for the twisted sectors without any unrotated plane,
where p (q) is a number of the oscillators ∂Xi (∂X˜i) contributing to the massless state
in the twisted sector. Table 3 and Table 4 list the values of n and lower bounds of
k1 permitted by the massless condition in the previous section. For example, twisted
sectors T01 and T05 of Z3 × Z6 in the fourth column and the third row of Table 4 are
possible to have (3,2) with n = 0 , −1 and −2, if k1 ≥ 1/4, 1/10 and 1/4 respectively.
The threshold corrections of the gauge coupling constants are induced by the tower
of higher massive modes and depend on the overall modulus T . They are given by
∆a(T ) = − 1
16π2
(b′a − kaδGS)log|η(T )|4, (3.5)
where δGS is a Green-Schwarz coefficient [15] independent of the gauge groups a (= 3, 2
and 1 correspond to SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) respectively) and η(T ) = e−πT/12
∏
n≥1(1−
e−2πnT ) is the Dedekind function [5, 7]. Anomaly coefficients b′a are obtained from
b′a = −3C(Ga) +
∑
R
T (R)
(
3 + 2nR
)
, (3.6)
where nR is an overall modular weight of a representation R and T (R) is an in-
dex given by T (R) = C(R)dim(R)/dim(G), e.g., T (R) = 1/2 for the fundamental
representation of SU(N).
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Using the threshold correction, we obtain the one-loop coupling constants αa(µ) =
kag
2
a(µ)/4π at an energy scale µ as follows,
α−1a (µ) = α
−1
string +
1
4π
ba
ka
log
M2string
µ2
− 1
4π
(
b′a
ka
− δGS)log[(T + T )|η(T )|4], (3.7)
where αstring = g
2
string/4π and ba are N = 1 β-function coefficients. We get the same
b3 = −3, b2 = 1 and b1 = 11 as ones of the MSSM, because we consider the minimal
string model after the removal of the extra pairs of (3, 2) + (3¯, 2), etc. and the extra
U(1)’s. As discussed in the previous section, the level k1 is the arbitrary constant,
while k3 = k2 = 1.
From this renormalization group flow, we can derive a unified scale MX from
log
MX
Mstring
=
b′3 − b′2
8
log[(T + T )|η(T )|4], (3.8)
where α−13 (MX) = α
−1
2 (MX).
1 Since the LEP measurements indicate MX < Mstring,
eq. (3.8) gives a restriction
∆b′ ≡ b′3 − b′2 > 0, (3.9)
because log[(T + T )|η(T )|4] is always negative. From eq. (3.6), we get
∆b′ = −6 −∑n(3,2) +
∑
n(3¯,1) −
∑
n(1,2) (3.10)
It has been pointed out [9] that any Z2 × Z2 orbifold model does not satisfy the
condition (3.9), because ∆b′ = −4 as derived from eq. (3.10), Table 2 and Table 3.
When ∆b′ = 3, we get T ≃ 12 through MX ≃ 1016 GeV and Mstring ≃ 3.73 × 1017
GeV. Since such a large T is not desired, we impose ∆b′ > 3 on the subsequent
analyses.
The one-loop fine structure constant of the electro-magnetic interaction is obtained
from α−1em = k1α
−1
1 + α
−1
2 as
α−1em(µ) = (k1 + 1)α
−1
string +
3
π
log
M2string
µ2
− 1
4π
(b′1 + b
′
2 − (k1 + 1)δGS)log[(T + T )|η(T )|4]. (3.11)
1When k1 = 5/3, the LEP measurements are consistent with α
−1
3
(MX) = α
−1
2
(MX) = α
−1
1
(MX)
within the framework of the MSSM.
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By means of sin2 θW = αem/α2, we derive
sin2 θW(µ) =
1
k1 + 1
+
αem(µ)
4π(k1 + 1)
((k1 − 11)log
M2string
µ2
−(k1b′2 − k1b′2)log[(T + T )|η(T )|4]). (3.12)
4. Level k1 and Overall Modulus T
At first, we discuss the level k1 of the U(1)Y . Using eqs. (3.8), (3.11) and (3.12),
we obtain
k1 =
12∆b′log(M2sting/µ
2)− 4(b′1 + b′2)log(M2X/M2string)− 4π∆b′α−1em(µ)
∆b′log(M2sting/µ
2)− 4b′2log(M2X/M2string)− 4π∆b′α−1em(µ)sin2θW (µ)
− 1, (4.1)
where µ is higher than the SUSY breaking scale. The unified scale MX is derived
from
log(M2X/µ
2) = π{sin2 θW(µ)α−1em(µ)− α−13 (µ)}. (4.2)
The experimental values are sin2 θW(MZ) = 0.2325 ± 0.0008, α−1em(MZ) = 127.9 and
α−13 (MZ) = 8.82±0.27 at MZ = 91.173±0.020 GeV. Supposing that the SUSY scale
is MZ , we derive MX = 10
16.22±0.25 GeV.
The anomaly coefficients b′a are obtained from inserting values of three n(3,2), three
n(3¯,1)1/3 , three n(3¯,1)−2/3 , five n(2,1) and three n(1,1) permitted in Table 2, Table 3 and
Table 4 into eq. (3.6). The values of them and the experimental values give the level
k1 through eq. (4.1). The modular weights nR of each representations contributing
to b′a must be checked whether the obtained k1 is not smaller than the lower bounds
imposing on the levels for each nR. In this way, we have found no permissible combi-
nation of nR in Z3 ×Z3, but 400 in Z2 ×Z4, 78957 in Z2 ×Z ′6, 29000 in Z2 × Z6 and
198136 in Z6 × Z6 through computer analyses. Here Z2 × Z4 and Z4 × Z4 (Z3 × Z6
and Z6 × Z6) have the same permissible combinations of nR as found in Table 3 and
Table 4. It follows that we treat them as the identical orbifolds. The fourth column
of Table 1 lists the minimum values and the maximum values of k1 among the per-
missible combinations. These values include 17%, 25%, 21% and 23% experimental
errors for Z2 × Z4, Z2 × Z ′6, Z2 × Z6 and Z3 × Z6, respectively. The lower bound
k1 ≥ 1.00 is given by the singlets as shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4.
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When the SUSY scale is 1 TeV, we get α−1em(1 TeV) = 127.2, sin
2 θW(1 TeV) =
0.2432 ± 0.0021 and α−13 (1 TeV) = 11.48 ± 0.27 from the non-SUSY renomalization
group calculations. Using these values and estimating similarly as the case of the
MZ SUSY scale, we get the ranges of k1 as listed in the fifth column of Table 1,
which include 12%, 17%, 25%, 21% and 22% experimental errors in Z3×Z3, Z2×Z4,
Z2×Z ′6, Z2×Z6 and Z6×Z6, respectively. In this case, six combinations for Z3×Z3
are permitted. One of them, for example, is given by n(3,2) = −2, n(3¯,1)1/3 = 0,
n(3¯,1)
−2/3
= −2, n(1,2) = −2 and n(1,1) = −1 for each representations and it gives
k1 = 1.21± 0.14, i.e., the maximum value in Z3 × Z3. It is also found that the other
orbifolds Z2 × Z4, Z2 × Z ′6, Z2 × Z6 and Z3 × Z6 have permissible combinations of
840, 91182, 38949 and 279618 respectively.
From Table 1, we notice that the ranges of k1 in the MZ SUSY scale are almost
same as ones in the 1 TeV SUSY scale except for Z3 ×Z3. It is also noticed that the
GUT prediction k1 = 5/3 is not included in Z3 × Z3 and Z2 × Z4.
The ranges of k1 forbid some modular weights of the matter fields in Table 3
and Table 4. In particular the modular weights of (3¯, 1)−2/3 and (1, 1)1 are restricted
tightly. In Z3×Z6, for instance, (3¯, 1)−2/3 is not prohibitted to possess n = 2, 1,−3,−4
on T01, T05, n = 0,−2 on T02, T04, T10, T14, T20, T22, n = −3,−4 on T11, T13 and n =
−1,−4 on T21 for the unrestricted k1, but for k1 ≤ 2.1. These restrictions of the
modular weights rule out higher NOSC. Thus, one can reduce extents of the minimal
string model searches on the ZN × ZM orbifolds.
Next, we investigate minimum values of the overall modulus T . From eq. (3.8) we
can get ReT when ∆b′ is obtained. If k1 is not restricted at all, the maximum values
of ∆b′ are easily obtained from Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 through eq. (3.10). For
example, Z3×Z6 gives ∆b′ ≤ 32 which leads to T ≥ 2.4 from eq. (3.8). Lower bounds
of the overall moduli TLow of the other orbifolds are found in the third column of
Table 1.
These lower bounds TLow may be heightened when k1 are restricted as discussed
above. In Z3×Z6, for example, both k1 ≤ 2.11 at the MZ SUSY scale and k1 ≤ 2.09
at the 1 TeV SUSY scale give ∆b′ ≤ 26. This leads to a minimum value of the overall
modulus TMin = 2.7. The sixth column of Table 1 lists TMin of the whole orbifolds,
where k1 at the MZ and 1 TeV SUSY scales give the identical TMin of 6.4, 4.4, 4.0,
3.4 for Z3 × Z3, Z2 × Z4, Z2 × Z ′6, Z2 × Z6, respectively. In Z2 × Z ′6, TMin is equal to
TLow because ∆b
′ ≤ 14 for the unrestricted k1 is not changed for k ≤ 2.0. It is noted
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that Z3 × Z6 may derive the smallest value of T .
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed the minimal string model derived from the ZN×ZM
orbifold models. In the case of the overall moduli, we have studied the threshold
corrections of the gauge coupling constants. Using the computer analyses, we have
investigated the ranges of the levels k1 of U(1)Y consistent with the experimental
values of sin2 θW, α
−1
em, α
−1
3 and MZ . It has been found that the Z3 × Z3 model with
the MZ SUSY breaking scale is ruled out due to nonexistence of the allowable values
of k1. The GUT prediction k1 = 5/3 is not included in the ranges 1.06 ≤ k1 ≤ 1.35
in Z3 × Z3 at the 1 TeV SUSY scale and 1.00 ≤ k1 ≤ 1.60 (1.00 ≤ k1 ≤ 1.61) in
Z2 × Z4 and Z4 × Z4 at the MZ (1 TeV) SUSY scale. The minimum values of the
overall moduli have been obtained for explaining the discrepancy between the unified
scale MX of g3 and g2 and the string scale Mstring. We have found that the Z3 × Z3,
Z2×Z4 (Z4×Z4), Z2×Z ′6, Z2×Z6 and Z3×Z6 (Z6×Z6) models have T ≥ 6.4, 4.4,
4.0, 3.4 and 2.7, respectively.
Although we have considered the overall modulus in this paper, the above pro-
cedure can be also applied to cases without such a restriction. One will be able
to investigate the minimal string model with extra matters [16] through the similar
estimations. It is also interesting to consider the level k1 in ZN orbifold models.
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Table 1. Restrictive values of k and T
Orbifold v1 v2 TLow k1(MZ) k1(1 TeV) TMin
Z2 × Z2 (1,0,1)/2 (0,1,1)/2 - - - -
Z3 × Z3 (1,0,2)/3 (0,1,2)/3 3.8 - 1.06 ∼ 1.35 6.4
Z2 × Z4 (1,0,1)/2 (0,1,3)/4 3.8 1.00 ∼ 1.60 1.00 ∼ 1.61 4.4
Z4 × Z4 (1,0,3)/4 (0,1,3)/4 same as Z2 × Z4
Z2 × Z6′ (1,0,1)/2 (1,1,4)/6 4.0 1.00 ∼ 2.08 1.00 ∼ 2.06 4.0
Z2 × Z6 (1,0,1)/2 (0,1,5)/6 2.4 1.00 ∼ 1.98 1.00 ∼ 1.96 3.4
Z3 × Z6 (1,0,2)/3 (0,1,5)/6 2.4 1.00 ∼ 2.11 1.00 ∼ 2.09 2.7
Z6 × Z6 (1,0,5)/6 (0,1,5)/6 same as Z3 × Z6
Table 2. Lower-bound of k1 in untwisted sector
Lower-bound of k1
n (3, 2) (3¯, 1)1/3 (3¯, 1)−2/3 (1, 2) (1, 1)
−1 1/15 1/6 2/3 1/3 1
Table 3. Lower-bound of k1 in twisted sectors (I)
T-sec. Lower-bound of k1
Z2 × Z2 Z2 × Z4 Z4 × Z4 n (3, 2) (3¯, 1)1/3 (3¯, 1)−2/3 (1, 2) (1, 1)
- T01, T03 T01,T03, 2 - - - - 16
T10,T13, 1 - - - 4 16/5
T30,T31 0 - 16/33 64/33 4/5 16/9
−1 4/33 16/69 64/69 4/9 16/13
−2 - 16/33 64/33 4/5 16/9
−3 - - - 4 16/5
−4 - - - - 16
T01, T10, T02, T10, T02,T20, 0 - - - - 4
T11 T12 T22 −1 1/6 4/15 16/15 1/2 4/3
−2 - - - - 4
- T11 T11,T12, −1 - - - - 16/3
T21 −2 4/15 16/51 64/51 4/7 16/11
−3 - 16/15 64/15 4/3 16/7
−4 - - - - 16/3
Table 4. Lower-bound of k1 in twisted sectors (II)
T-Sec. Lower-bound of k1
Z3 × Z3 Z2 × Z6′ Z2 × Z6 Z3 × Z6 Z6 × Z6 n (3, 2) (3¯, 1)1/3 (3¯, 1)−2/3 (1, 2) (1, 1)
- - T01, T05 T01, T05 T01,T05, 4 - - - - 36
T10,T15, 3 - - - - 36/7
T50,T51 2 - 4 16 9/4 36/13
1 - 4/7 16/7 9/10 36/19
0 1/4 4/13 16/13 9/16 36/25
−1 1/10 4/19 16/19 9/22 36/31
−2 1/4 4/13 16/13 9/16 36/25
−3 - 4/7 16/7 9/10 36/19
−4 - 4 16 9/4 36/13
−5 - - - - 36/7
−6 - - - - 36
T01, T02, - T02, T04 T02, T04, T02,T04, 1 - - - - 9
T10, T12, T10, T14, T20,T24, 0 - 1 4 9/7 9/4
T20, T21 T20, T22 T40,T42 −1 1/7 1/4 1 9/19 9/7
−2 - 1 4 9/7 9/4
−3 - - - - 9
- T03, T10, T03, T10, T03 T03,T30, 0 - - - - 4
T13 T13 T33 −1 1/6 4/15 16/15 1/2 4/3
−2 - - - - 4
- - T11, T12, T11, T13 T12,T13, −1 - - - - 36/7
T21,T23, −2 1/4 4/13 16/13 9/16 36/25
T31,T32 −3 - 4/7 16/7 9/10 36/19
−4 - 4 16 9/4 36/13
−5 - - - - 36/7
−6 - - - - 36
T11 T02 - T12 T22 −2 1/3 1/3 4/3 3/5 3/2
−3 - - - 3 3
- T01, T11, - T21 T11,T14, 0 - - - - 12
T14 T41 −1 - 4/3 16/3 3/2 12/5
−2 1/6 4/15 16/15 1/2 4/3
−3 - 4/9 16/9 3/4 12/5
−4 - 4/3 16/3 3/2 12/5
−5 - - - - 4
−6 - - - - 12
